FedEx in France
This factsheet doesn’t take TNT into account

> 4,300

team members representing including
more than 50 nationalities

> 2,450

at Paris-Charles
de Gaulle (CDG)

European hub: Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Domestic hub: Lieusaint
FedEx stations in

1,000
39

About

48

French cities
vehicles

aircraft passing through Paris-Charles de Gaulle

PACKAGES SORTING CAPACITY

Up to

31,500

Maximum packages sorting
capacity to be increased by

40%

by 2019

packages sorted per hour today

Up to

51,000

more than
14 every second

packages sorted per hour after the hub
expansion in 2019
CONNECTING FRANCE TO THE WORLD

Paris-Charles
de Gaulle hub

300

aircraft movements
per week into and
outside Europe and
the world

for express and less urgent shipments, small packages or heavyweight.

Paris-CDG

Memphis

in order to deliver to 13,000 postal codes in the USA
the next day by 8:00 to 8:30am.
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SUPPORTING “MADE IN FRANCE” PRODUCTS, WHICH ARE EXPORTED GLOBALLY

Paris
Region

The Paris region has a reach of 500
million European consumers within
3 hours by plane and/or train.

Serving more than

(source: Greater Paris Investment Agency).

and territories
representing

220

countries

99%

Customs-clearance expertise:
Already, 26% of French exporting SMEs
export to North America.

of the world’s GDP

(source: FedEx SME Report – February 2017).

A RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

10

Boeing 777
passing through
Paris-CDG

Paris-CDG hub has been ISO 14001
certified for its environmental management
since 2001.

24% better fuel economy per pound of
revenue payload than the 747-400.

Charter for sustainable
urban logistics
implemented by the City
of Paris: signed this charter
in 2013.

© 2017 FedEx – November 2017

Washburne Award for
Innovation in Diversity
2014, rewarding FedEx in
the “American Company”
category.

FedEx decreased the electricity consumption
of its European hub by 9,4% between FY13
and FY16 thanks the replacement of classical
bulbs by LED.

Cooperation Agreement
between the Ministry of
urban affairs and FedEx
regarding the “Entreprises
et Quartiers” (“Businesses
and Suburbs”) Charter,
2014 (renewed in 2017).
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